Get All 101 Sentence Ninja Games + Make Your Own!

If your students enjoy the following language arts game, and you would like to use it more, you're in luck! The full Sentence Ninja digital download has 101 of these amazing word games, plus a form-fillable template for creating your own! This allows you to use Sentence Ninja with your students every day. Yay!
Sentence Ninja

**Challenge:** Cut out the word tiles below. Then, use them to create the lengthiest, most meaningful sentence possible by arranging them on your desktop in any order. Record your sentence in the space provided. For every word used, you score the number of points shown on its tile. For each mistake in grammar, punctuation, spelling, or capitalization, you shall be deducted 1 point.

Points

1 at the all zoo gorilla rampaged
1 in the and held animals captivity
1 of the has only escaped municipal

Points
Sentence Ninja Answer Keys:

#001: Of all the animals held in captivity at the municipal zoo, only the gorilla has escaped and rampaged.
#002: Under the light of the moon, all things covered in snow seemed to glimmer like bits of glitter.
#003: While shopping at the grocery store, it was a surprise to discover cookies being sold at a discount.
#004: Racing boxcars can be risky if children as young as four years old are allowed to be drivers.
#005: The total number of fatalities wheeled into the hospital tonight was high, due to lots of car accidents.
#006: A furious guy fell down the side of the cliff after yelling at other climbers to ascend faster.
#007: As the frail custodian swept the floor with his broom, he whistled, out loud, a familiar melody.
#008: While digging in the sand, two kids unearthed a trinket of incredible value that sparkled in the sun.
#009: The crash was so deafening, with shattering glass and crunching metal, that it was doubtful anyone survived it.
#010: No one at the open market was buying the produce on account of it being so terribly bruised.
#011: The talented musician wiggled wildly here and there, as he got a few audience members to sing along.
#012: The regal judge became quite mad after a reckless attorney cut him off by speaking out of turn.
#013: My dad used earplugs to avoid the annoying racket of the unruly teenagers running around in the alley.
#014: The bees felt joyous, due to a bountiful harvest of dandelion leaves that will feed them all winter.
#015: Each time her pet dragon was very ill, noticed the queen, it could not breathe flames on command.
#016: The student winced as she saw the teacher step on her favorite pencil, breaking it into many bits.
#017: The final repair bill for the damage an evil robot did to the city totaled millions of dollars.
#018: It was not long until the burglar made a mistake by breaking a window to trip the security alarm.
#019: We can’t let my dad order the pizza, as he always gets gross toppings like garlic and anchovies.
#020: The end of our world happened when the sky fell to the ground abruptly, crushing all things.
#021: Do not go down into the deepest part of the basement, as that is where the wickedest monsters dwell.
#022: The girls kept their big collection of water balloons, candy, and comics up in the old tree house.
#023: As the train increased speed, a few daring ruffians tried to leap aboard, but fell and were injured.
#024: Prior to the invention of video games, the tiny toy shop in the mall had countless more customers.
#025: If you eat the berries from wild shrubbery, you will get queasy and throw up your stomach contents.
#026: Once darkness had consumed the small town, we could hear animals howling scarily out in the far distance.
#027: Is it true the biggest rock star on our planet is playing at the stadium the following month?
#028: The ninjas got in by scaling the west side of the tower and then subduing a sleepy guard.
#029: The odor wafting from the bathroom, after the portly guy had emerged, sickened those of us in proximity.
#030: It is not a very good idea to try riding a tornado, let alone while wearing only undies.
#031: “Can we have cereal for breakfast today?” asked the girl, as her mom gave the daughter an embrace.
#032: When the football game was over, the doctor had his hands full—tending to the injuries of players.
#033: As he struggled to take a nap in the hammock, kids surprised him with squirts from water pistols.
#034: Our favorite part of camping is that we all get to tell scary ghost stories around the fire.